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Dear Reader
 
The most important capital of any
company is its employees. Due to the
international orientation of the business,
we are therefore pleased about a lively
exchange among the teams of staff
between the national subsidiaries. From
Sao Paolo to Berching – in this issue you
can read an exciting interview with Lucas
Funari, one of our employees from our subsidiary in Brazil.
 
Mr. Funari also contributed to the fact that we were recently
able to welcome our 800th employee to our headquarters.
This means that we have grown by over 200 employees at
the site in the last 10 years. That was necessary in order to
be able to offer you the usual quality of products, services
and support that you rightly expect from us. 
I hope you enjoy reading this issue!
 

 
Georg Huber, CEO

 

     

     
     

  
  

 

HUBER supplies technologies for Hesse’s first plant for
elimination of trace substances
Forward-looking project: The Bickenbach WWTP is the first
plant in Hesse to be equipped with advanced wastewater
treatment. HUBER supplies among others 16 HUBER
Activated Carbon Filter CONTIFLOW® GAK and two
HUBER Disc Filter RotaFilt® units.
 

More ...
 

 

   
   

   
  

 

HUBER installs solar sewage sludge drying technology
on Pachacútec WWTP (Peru)
Innovative and sustainable: HUBER supplies its
technologies for solar sewage sludge drying to Pachacútec
(Peru). The location of the plant there offers excellent
conditions for sustainable drying of sewage sludge by the
use of solar energy.
 

More ...
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New: Videos from the world's largest water treatment
plant (Bahr El-Baqar, Egypt)
Megaproject: The Bahr El-Baqar water treatment plant has
been recognised by Guinness World Records in 2021 as the
largest plant of its kind. Let our videos on this exciting
project inspire and inform you!
 

More ...
 

 

     

  
  

 

Lucas Funari, Technical Sales Engineer at HUBER do
Brasil
A warm welcome: Lucas Funari works for HUBER do Brasil,
the Brazilian subsidiary of HUBER. He started here in
September to gain valuable experience for one year at the
company's headquarters in Berching. Read his exciting and
very personal impressions in this interview.
 

More ...
 

 

   
   

   
  

 

HUBER SE welcomes the 800th employee at its
Berching headquarters
First milestone in the new year: HUBER welcomed its 800th
employee at the company headquarters in Berching at the
beginning of January. In total, the company employs more
than 1,300 people worldwide.
 

More ...
 

 

 

 
 

EXPERIENCE MORE ABOUT ...
HUBER Disc Filter RotaFilt®
HUBER Active Carbon Filter CONTIFLOW® GAK
HUBER Sludge Turner SOLSTICE®
HUBER Jobs
HUBER YouTube Channel
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